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Week 25: Day One                                                         Grade 4 Sample 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Underline the verb twice in each sentence.   
Draw an arrow from the verb to the adverb that modifies it.  
Place an X in the box to show what question the adverb answers. 
 
                       The adverb answers the question:  
 How? When? Where? 
 
Ex: Amy and Dana visited the zoo today. 
 

   

 
Ex:   Mama carefully sewed on the button. 
    

   

 
1.   Dad coaxed the stray dog inside. 
 

   

 
2.   Mona stomped noisily. 
 

   

 
3.   Felipe jumped rope energetically.    
 

   

 
4.   Fern quietly hiccupped at the movie.     
 

   

 

Adverbs are words that modify verbs.  They add to the verb and give 
more precise details by answering the questions: How? When? or Where?   
 
              

                    Ex:  The choir hummed softly.   
                             (verb)      (adverb) 
 
 The adverb softly tells more information about the verb hummed.  
 Ex:  How did the choir hum?  They hummed softly.  
  
 Note:  Adverbs may be placed before or after verbs.   
            In order to find an adverb, identify the verb in the sentence and 
            ask these questions: How? When? or Where?   
  
 Many adverbs end in ly when answering the question How? 
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Week 25: Day Two   
 
Choose the best answer for the underlined part.  
 
1.   The sloth slow inched through the rainforest canopy.     
 
 O   Sloth slow inched   O   sloth slowly inched 
 O   Sloth slowly inched  O   correct as it is 
 
2.   Michelle gentle rocked the sleeping baby in her arms. 
  
 O   michelle gently rocked  O   Michelle gently rock 
 O   Michelle gently rocked  O   correct as it is 
 
3.   Gerald raced frantically to the front of the store.    
 
 O   Gerald race frantically  O   Gerald raced frantic 
 O   gerald raced frantically  O   correct as it is 
 
 
 
Underline the verb twice in each sentence.   
Draw an arrow from the verb to the adverb that modifies it.  
Place an X in the box to show what question the adverb answers. 
 
 
                     The adverb answers the question:  
 How? When? Where? 
 
4.   Chuck sneezed loudly. 
 

   

 
5.   Jan's puppy sleeps there. 
    

   

 
6.   James practices the trombone daily. 
 

   

 
7.   Yesterday the volcano erupted.   
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Week 25: Day Three   
 
Where does the adverb, eagerly, belong in the sentence? 
 
1.   The  exchange student  waved his  hand at me. 
           O                         O              O                   
 
Where does the adverb, always, belong in the sentence? 
 
2.   Tonya   chooses cheese   pizza. 
               O                       O                                
 
Where does the adverb, happily, belong in the sentence? 
 
3.   Max and  Minnie  danced during the  festival. 
                  O         O                          O                   
 
 
Underline the verb twice in each sentence.   
Draw an arrow from the verb to the adverb that modifies it.  
Place an X in the box to show what question the adverb answers. 
 
 
                The adverb answers the question:  
 How? When? Where? 
 
4.   Abby’s friends came inside. 
 

   

 
5.   Oscar stirred the pudding vigorously.  
    

   

 
6.   Matt walked home slowly.  
 

   

 
7.   Horses galloped swiftly across the plains.    
 

   

 
8.   Bonnie never tried anchovy pizza.  
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Week 25: Day Four   
 
Choose the best answer for the underlined part. 
 
1.   Sasha yelled  "look out for that rock!" 
 
 O   yelled, "look    O   yelled "Look  
 O   yelled, "Look     O   correct as it is 
 
 

2.   Phoebe asked,  "Do you know that new students name 
 
 O   student's name?"   O   students name"?  
 O   student's name?     O   correct as it is 
 
 

3.   Nathan commented,  "That grass is unusual tall.  
 
 O   unusually tall".   O   unusually tall."  
 O   unusual tall."     O   correct as it is 
 
 

4.   Will asked,  "How did the Magician secretly hide the tennis ball?"     
 
 O   Magician secret hide     O   magician secretly hide    
 O   magician secret hide     O   correct as it is 
 
 

5.    What strategy did you use when you checked the conversation 
       sentences above? 
   
 O   “Magic Five in the Front”  O   “Magic Six in the Back” 
 

 
Where does the adverb, yesterday, belong in the sentence? 
 
6.   The   championship game was  . 
            O                                   O                                              
 
Where does the adverb, richly, belong in the sentence? 
 
7.   The  model home was  decorated with  antiques and original art. 
           O                        O                     O   
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Week 25: Day Five-Assessment   
 
Where does the adverb, happily, belong in the sentence? 
 
1.   The  kitten was  lapping her  milk after dinner. 
           O               O               O                   
 
Where does the adverb, bravely, belong in the sentence? 
 
2.   The  warriors fought   . 
           O                             O                             
 
 
Choose the sentence which has no errors.  
 
3. O   Mia questioned, "Do you know where music class is today? 
 O   Andy shouted,  "Here comes the rain!" 
 O   The secretary asked, "do you need a pass to class?"  

O   The referee screamed, "don't touch the ball!" 
 
4. O   My brothers hat was left at school. 
 O   I have several friend's with summer birthdays. 
 O   Is your dad's name Justin? 
 O   All of the mother's were lined up to see the talent show. 
 
5. O   All three girls was planning to try out for cheerleading. 
 O   Last year Martin and I goed to soccer camp.  
 O   Etta and Drew were performing in the talent show. 
 O   When I turn twelve, I started taking cello lessons. 
 
 
Underline the verb twice in each sentence.   
Draw an arrow from the verb to the adverb that modifies it.  
 
6.   People walk carefully on icy sidewalks. 
 
 
7.   We opened our umbrellas quickly. 
 
 
8.   What three questions do adverbs answer: ____________________ 
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Week 25: Day Five-Assessment-p.2 
 
Mark the bubble showing where the indicated punctuation mark belongs. 
 
 9.   (,)    “I am ready  to begin  the next novel  ”  said Brian. 
                               O            O                    O 
 
10.  (")    Sanford shouted,  Here comes the snow plow!" 
            O                         O 
 
 
Some of the underlined sections below may contain errors.  If there is an error, 
make the correction in the space above it. If there is no error, write OK in the 
space above the underlined word or phrase.  
 
      Between the Tropic of capricorn and the Tropic of Cancer in a wide band 

near the Equator, lies an area called the tropics warm and humid year-round, 

the tropics are home to most of the rainforests on earth.  Like a thick green 

carpet, these lush forests cover the land complete .  Although the tropics 

receive the most direct sunlight and rainfall of eny place on Earth, plants at 

ground level has difficulty getting the light and moisture they need to survive.  

Trees between 125 and 175 feet in height create deep shade, and they’re 

leaves shield the ground from rainfall.  So, ferns orchids and other exotic 

plants grow direct on the branches of trees!  Competition for water, sun, and 

minerals makes rainforest plants adapt in order to survive.  


